ABSTRACT Ear print is an imminent biometric modality that has been attracting increasing attention in the biometric community. However, compared with well-established modalities, such as face and fingerprints, a limited number of contributions has been offered on ear imaging. Moreover, only several studies address the aspect of ear characterization (i.e., feature design). In this respect, in this paper, we propose a novel descriptor for ear recognition. The proposed descriptor, namely, dense local phase quantization (DLPQ) is based on the phase responses, which is generated using the well-known LPQ descriptor. Furthermore, local dense histograms are extracted from the horizontal stripes of the phase maps followed by a pooling operation to address viewpoint changes and, finally, concatenated into an ear descriptor. Although the proposed DLPQ descriptor is built on the traditional LPQ, we particularly show that drastic improvements (of over 20%) are attained with respect to this latter descriptor on two benchmark data sets. Furthermore, the proposed descriptor stands out among recent ear descriptors from the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ear print is a promising physical attribute that has been recently promoted as a biometric asset, owing to its ageindependent form, its invariance to facial expression, and its clear and salient structure. With respect to other biometric modalities, such as face and fingerprint [1] , [2] , the ear has drawn less research attention to date.
The literature surveys several contributions for human ear imaging. In the context of 2D ear imaging, relevant contributions can be confined broadly to two research lines. The first one refers to ear segmentation to determine regions of interest (ROI) [3] , where ear pattern is located and extracted from face profile images. The second and most common research direction, however, assumes that the ROI is accessible and instead proceeds with further ear recognition to evidence to which individual an ear image belongs.
Considering the latter category, several works have been posed. For instance, principal component analysis (PCA), which has accumulated abundant contributions, particularly in face recognition, was also investigated for ear recognition [4] . To capture the local patterns of optical ear images, Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), which has witnessed a remarkable success in object recognition and image retrieval, was also used in [5] . Local feature extraction was also used in [6] . Although color information might not be a salient information to feature ear images, the work presented in [7] is an algorithm that explores such cue for ear recognition. Force field [8] is a transform that was applied to characterize ear images. An alternative to this was also suggested in [9] . Physiological ear features were also studied in [10] .
In this respect, the state-of-the-art concerned with ear recognition conveys that textural cues are more adequate to feature ear images for a descent recognition rate. However, even these studies remain limited with regards to the scored accuracies. On the other hand, deep learning, which has received ongoing interest in the computer vision community, does not serve as an optimal tool for ear imaging mainly due to the large amounts of data (e.g., ear images) required for training deep models, which is not the case in current ear databases.
The above two facts suggest a potential design of earspecific descriptors that can capture the textual patterns of 2D ear images. However, it is evident that the relevant literature lacks in this sense. To the best of our awareness, the only interesting contribution in this regard is the one presented in [11] , which takes advantage of the geometric structure of ear images to design respective features. The proposed descriptor, though efficient on the adopted datasets, might fail in cases where the resolution of the images decreases, as the feature extraction strongly depends on local information (i.e., the method proceeds by edge detection). Moreover, if the ear image is partly occluded, the extraction procedure is prone to deficiency as the associated local edge would be mistaken for the obscuring object.
Another worth mentioning aspect is viewpoint change in the captured ear images which might entail significant impact on the recognition scores.
With regards to the earlier motivations, we propose in this letter a new ear descriptor, which we term Dense Local Phase Quantization (DLPQ). The idea consists in extracting texture descriptors from local patches via a sliding window along horizontal stripes of the ear image at hand. Thus, we make use of the well-known LPQ feature [12] for patch description. Afterwards, a texture histogram is extracted from each patch. In order to tackle the viewpoint issue, the local histograms along the same horizontal stripe are pooled up to form a single descriptor featuring the corresponding stripe. Finally, the stripe-wise descriptors are concatenated, shaping thereby the ear descriptor. Particularly, we demonstrate that the proposed descriptor can outperform, by far, the traditional LPQ extracted from the entire ear image.
The remainder of this letter is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we detail the proposed descriptor. In Section 3, we present the experimental findings and relevant discussions. In Section 4, we draw conclusions.
II. PROPOSED EAR DESCRIPTOR
As aforementioned, we propose a descriptor based on texture feature extraction from local patches along image stripes. On this point, we opt for LPQ descriptor [13] due to its simplicity, its robustness to image blurring, besides its fast computation, notwithstanding the fact that it offers local phase information, which enables the capture of local spatial context of ear images.
In this respect, LPQ has been shown to score plausible results in texture classification [12] , [14] . In biometrics, however, it has not been investigated enough. On the other hand, in the context of ear imaging, LPQ does not suit as an optimal choice, on challenging datasets, as also experimentally confirmed in this letter. This is traced back to the fact that human ear has a very particular shape and edge structure that cannot be perceived by the basic LPQ, besides potential image acquisition distortions such as ear misalignment across images pertaining to the same subject, which can render the classification/matching process inaccurate. Thus, the aim of this letter is to design a simple yet efficient LPQ-inspired descriptor particularly for ear recognition. We demonstrate experimentally that our descriptor can introduce large margin gains with respect to the traditional LPQ.
From the figure, a visual inspection of the original ear image with respect to its phase map entails that fine details that are offered by phase features cannot be observed in the input image. In particular, phase cues are advantageous in expressing the saliency of each local pixel with respect to its neighbours. Although the standard LPQ descriptor goes beyond phase values [15] , in our work we only capitalize on the generated phase map in order build our descriptor.
The first step characterizing our descriptor consists in extracting phase cues from the ear image at hand, as displayed in Fig. 1 .
In a second step, we proceed by dividing the extracted phase maps into non-overlapping horizontal stripes. Afterwards, we apply a sliding window of size w × w across each stripe with a stride s, and the height of each horizontal stripe equals to w. Fig. 2 . Further elaborates the concept graphically.
Third, across each stripe, the phase information histogram is extracted inside the sliding window progressively at each stride.
Fourth, along each stripe, the local histograms are pooled up, via maximization, to form a single histogram for the respective stripe. This step is essential to guarantee robustness against viewpoint change that might be encountered at acquisition, which is likely in real-time scenarios.
Finally, the pooled local histograms are concatenated into a single descriptor, which is further normalized, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Moreover, Algorithm 1 provides a brief selfcontained description of the DLPQ extraction process.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the performance of the proposed descriptor, we opt for two benchmark eat datasets, which were 
Algorithm 1 DLPQ Feature Extraction
Input: Ear image, Feature extraction parameters (w, s). Output: DLPQ descriptor. BEGIN: STEP 1: Divide the ear image into horizontal stripes of height w. STEP 2: Consider a sliding window, of size w×w, inside each stripe. STEP 3: Extract phase histograms inside the sliding window along each stripe. STEP 4: Pool up the local histograms belonging to the same stripe, to form stripe-wise histograms. STEP 5: Concatenate the feature histograms obtained at STEP 4. STEP 6: Normalize the obtained descriptor with respect to the maximum value. END. elaborated at IIT Delhi. The first dataset, namely IIT Delhi-1 accounts for 465 ear images corresponding to 125 subjects, totaling thereby at least three images per individual. The image collection was prepared over a span of nine months in an indoor environment. The images pertain to subjects whose ages range from 14 to 58 years, and they display significant scale, translation and rotation changes, which sets it very suitable to assess the efficiency of our descriptor. The second dataset, namely IIT Delhi-2 totals 793 images of 221 different subjects. Fig. 3 shows ear image instances from both datasets. In the remainder part, we will refer to both datasets as IID1 and IITD2, respectively.
To enable a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art, we follow the same evaluation protocols reported in [16] . In particular, one image is used for test (probe), and the remaining samples are adopted for training (gallery). The classification scores refer to the average over all accuracies among the test samples. It is noteworthy that a general ear recognition pipeline operates over two steps. First, features are extracted from the ear images at hand. Second, test features are matched to a training (gallery) set by means of some classification/matching paradigm. However, this letter is aimed at proposing a novel ear descriptor. Therefore, we consider a simple Euclidean distance based matching in order to effectively evaluate the proposed descriptor (e.g., a sophisticated matching method, normally would score high accuracies, which does not meet the objective of assessing only the adopted features).
As mentioned earlier, our descriptor is designed in such a way to cope with misalignment and viewpoint changes. Nevertheless, scale change is another challenge that shall be tackled. In this regard, we consider to extract the DLPQ descriptor over several scales. Thus, the number of parameters to investigate whilst extracting the DLPQ features amounts to three, namely the window dimension w, the stride s, and the scale. We carry out the experiments by alternating the evaluation process with respect to each parameter.
First, we set w to 10 and s to 10, and observe the obtained accuracies for different scales, where each scale refers to a half sized version of the ear image from the previous scale. The results are reported in Table 1 for both datasets.
From Table 1 , it is evident that the accuracy improves as the scale increases. For instance, the highest performance is recorded at 2 scales, which raises the accuracy by 1.2% and about 1.3% for IID1 and IID2, respectively, which are promising gains given the challenging nature of ear images. It is also worth noting that beyond the second scale, the scores decline slightly and remain stable, which suggests that two scales stand out as an optimal option, among all.
We also report the recognition scores based on the traditional LPQ descriptor. The results highlight the aforementioned fact that the basic LPQ is not capable of properly featuring ear images. For instance, our descriptor incurs a gain of 22% on IID1 and 24% on IID2, which are large margins, thanks to the dense fashion in which the DLPQ descriptor is designed, notwithstanding the pooling operation that copes with viewpoint issues.
In a second experiment, we fix the number of scales to 2 since it pointed out the highest scores, and the stride s to 10, in order to check the influence of window size w on the accuracy. Table 2 summarizes the results for both datasets.
The results reveal that a window of size 10×10 comes out as the best choice. In fact, starting from the smallest size of 5×5, the scores keep mounting drastically until w = 10, then they fluctuate slightly towards w = 20. In other words, a small sized window in unable to capture the spatial textual context, whilst a large window seems to yield unstable (though still high) accuracies, which suggests that too much contextual information is not in favor of a robust DLPQ.
In the third experiment, we fix the scale to 2 and the window size to 10, and assess the feasibility of DLPQ for different strides i.e., s. The respective results are reported in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , we observe that the highest results are obtained at the lowest strides. Precisely, from s = 5 through s = 10, the accuracies are stable to some extent. Beyond s = 10, however, the results begin to decline all the way to s = 20 where a large drop is remarked. This complies with the fact that a small stride enables a denser analysis of the textual context, yet a robust descriptor would be envisioned.
In the last part of the experiments, we compare our work with relevant contributions on the same datasets, following the same evaluation protocol. Table 4 summarizes the results with respect to other local descriptors. It can be seen that our descriptor outperforms its counterparts on both datasets. As per the dimension of the DLPQ descriptor, it is 2187, which costs about 63 milliseconds per single image, which is another advantage of the proposed DLPQ, thanks to its simple design.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an efficient ear descriptor. Its underlying idea is to gather phase information over horizontal stripes in a dense fashion, which enables capturing the spatial textual context across a given ear image. The phase responses are extracted based on the well-known LPQ descriptor. Yet, we have shown that the proposed dense descriptor (DLPQ) outperforms largely the traditional LPQ. The effectiveness of the DLPQ stems from its particular capacity of dealing with viewpoint changes and misalignments. Although the results are quite promising on two challenging datasets, further improvements could be met by considering for instance the fusion of multiple phase maps, followed by dimensionality reduction, which is subject to raise the recognition scores. Recent literature also reports several point and Gaussianbased descriptors, such as [24] - [27] , that have not been suggested in ear imaging so far, we believe that they represent an interesting direction to undertake in order to meet higher ear image matching scores.
